Mathrubasha Diwas

Mathrubhasha Diwas also called "International mother tongue day" was celebrated on 27th February 2020.
Total number of students participated was around 30.
Audience count was around 60-65.

It was graced by honourable director professor Dr.Banshidhar Majhi, Dean of student affairs Dr.Naveen Kumar and the assistant director professor Dr.Sree Kumar.
The program elevated the excitement of all the students who attended it with performances pouring in from all the cultural clubs.

Students gave speeches in their mother tongue invoking the importance of their mother tongue even though English is dominating throughout the world. Speeches were given in many Indian languages which included Tamil, Hindi, Telugu, Malayalam and Oriya.
Music club came up with multiple events showcasing the vocal talents of many students in their mother tongue. The music performance kick started with coordinators putting up a sensational show. After which there were solo singing performances by the students.
The drama club put up a show on a comedy take on what ramayama would be in the modern day.

One of the dance club coordinators gracefully danced which lit up the evening. Bharatanatyam, the classical dance of Tamil Nadu was also performed.
The program concluded with all the professors giving speeches in their respective mother tongues.